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Bag Pack Variety

“Words and words are all I have”
Khushi Agarwal, AIS MV, XI A, Page Editor

Aryaman Jain, AIS MV, XI G

A
ll of us, at one point of time or

another, have wondered what

it would be like if the

characters we read about in stories

would spend some time in our school.

Now until we get computers that can

create and run a simulation of anything

we want, we have to make do with this

article. Fanboys, remember that

everyone interprets art in different

ways and opinions depend on the

individual. With that warning in mind,

let’s eat this strudel.

Harry Potter
Harry felt a little nostalgic about

spending time in a Muggle school. On

the plus side, he was quite elated about

not having the horrid Dursleys on his

mind. Harry, Ron and Hermione

remained bamboozled by the Vasudha

projects, realising magic is possible

without wands and spells. It could be

said that Amity was not ‘sorcery’ to

them. What was sorcery to them was

how the simple ‘Vidya Dadati Vinyam’

united so many pupils and signified a

veritable legion of values.

Nancy Drew
Right from the moment Nancy entered,

she was overwhelmed as hordes of

mysteries assaulted her from every

direction. How did the veg bullets

disappear so quickly? How come each

person found their calling in school?

How could the teachers increase

homework every day? How could so

many kids participate in every

competition and still give each other a

competition in academics? After hours

of intensive brainwork, poor Nancy

could only come to the conclusion that

Amity was…well, Amity.

Greg Heffley 
The seas froze over and the Sahara got a

rainforest on the day Greg entered Amity.

For all manner of things to occur in the

unlikeliest of places had a higher

likelihood of happening than Greg

finding an interest (other than diary

writing). He realised his writings

could have an audience as he

entered the threshold of The  Global

Times. But a person’s core can never be

changed, as Greg went from scribbling

the Diary of a Wimpy Kid to writing the

Articles of a Wimpy Kid.

Smurfs
The Smurfs had a pretty seamless

transition as the familiar blue colour

was to be found in every edifice of

Amity (in uniforms, not the sky. We’ve

roofs in Amity). An unexpected

happening was that all the Smurfs found

something to do. Baker Smurf found the

Home Science room, Hefty

Smurf the ground, Brainy Smurf the

huge library, and Lazy Smurf just kind

of…lurked around the corridors. Papa 

Smurf was delighted to see Smurfs in

their natural habitat, which wasn’t

possible even in their natural habitat.

Harry Potter by Jagdish
Kumar Rowling

Samiksha Ramesh, AIS MV, X E

W
e Indians can rewrite history. Toh phir yeh Harry
Potter kya cheez hai? Written by JK Rowling, the

Harry Potter series was astute, precise and sharp.

But what if the popular book was penned by an Indian? 

1.Flashing a colourful board saying “Horn OK Please”, the

Hogwarts Express will depart. No more chocolate frogs and

cauldron cakes. This train will have its own desi train-wala-

khana -  “Chaaaiii… sandwiiich”.

2.‘Avada kedavara’ will find its Indian equivalent with the

magical spell - ‘Nazar uttaricus’. Unlike other spells, this one

will be performed with a kala tika.

3.By the virtue of his experience with jhaadus Arvind

Kejriwal will be appointed as the Quidditch instructor. 

4.The Tri-Wizard tournament will be replaced by a season

of Bigg Boss.

5. Rajnikanth would be the Charms professor. His  resume

would include a unique ability to defy all laws of physics.

6.The flying car would be a white ambassador with a red

light on top.

7. After the invisibility cloak, ‘nimbu-mirchi’ will be Harry’s

choice. Best way to shield yourself from evil spirits- cast the

Hanuman Chalisa spell and hang nimbu mirchi.

8. Voldemort will no longer make us cower, hate and feel

intimidated. Rather he would be characterised by forced

laughs and lengthy dialogues. 

9. Last but not the least, Hogwarts would be named IIM

(Indian Institute of Magic).

Rhea Suri, AIS MV, X C

I
love sleeping. It is what I have been

doing for years. I started as a

small plant; now I’m as big as a

ball! I’m brown in colour. Even

though I live underground with all

my brothers and sisters, I hear

everything; the trampling of feet

on the ground, the farmer’s

voice as he calls out for his

helpers to support him. I

wonder when I will get to see

the sky, the trees and the water.

It’s been too long; I really want

to get out now. 

***

Ah! The day of my new beginning

has finally come. I’m outside, finally

above the ground! It’s so colourful out

here! All the colours make me look like a

sack. If only I could’ve been all yellow like

the mango, or purple like the beetroot. I don’t

think people will like me, they seem to choose

the colourful ones. I’m scared now; I don’t

know what will happen to me.

***

I was thrown in a truck along with my

brothers and sisters. After a very bumpy ride,

I reached something they call ‘mandi’. I was

washed and dusted. I hadn’t felt so fresh in

ages. We were then emptied into a blue cart.

The next morning as the gates opened, I heard

the trampling of feet once again and the sound

of bubbly voices wishing each other “Good

morning!” Humans! Suddenly, the entire cart

shook. A human hand was rummaging

through us. It picked us all up one by one to

see us. When it picked me, I noticed that it

had long hair and a feminine voice. I decided

it was a girl. She looked pleased when she

saw me, and took me away. I could hear my

siblings screeching for me, but nothing could

be done. I felt terrible leaving them.

***

She took me to a building which was warm,

nice and lovely. I liked it. She called it her

‘home’. I had no idea what any of these words

meant. She plopped me down on a slab in the

‘kitchen’, none too gently. Then she brought

over a bowl and put me in it. Guess what it

contained. More potatoes! I was with my

own. I cheered up, especially after that

separation debacle. When she was gone, I

took a look around. The ‘kitchen’ was pink in

colour. Oh, how I envy everything that is

bright! I suppose the woman had no use for

me; I was a measly, dull potato. This seemed

like a nice place to start my new life.

***

Next day! The other potatoes told me that

we’re the most popular! We’re used for

everything; from cutlets, to vegetable dishes

like aloo gobi, aloo matar, aloo dum, aloo
baigan, aloo paneer,  and so many more! Can

you believe I’m called ‘aloo’ in Hindi? Such

a funny name! We’re also used for making

something called French Fries and something

called a Samosa, which is widely consumed.

It’s fun, being famous. I can’t believe I used

to think we’re the worst! I’m really surprised. 

***

On another note, I hear all these humans

calling each other potatoes. What do they

mean? What is a ‘couch potato’? Why do they

call each other that? Humans really are a

mystery to me.G  T

From their world to ours
Sounds Absurd But The Heroes From Worlds Of Strife Do Want To Attend School

Fandom, Indian Style
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Unlike Some, Even Potatoes Have A Life


